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THE 
EDITORS'PAGE 
What goes into an editor's column? 
Once I wondered how this page would 
be filled each month, but since the Oc-
tober issue was mailed, little notes and 
questions to be answered have been ac-
cumulating almost daily. Now a new 
question pops up— will there be en-
ough space each month? 
One point we neglected to mention 
last time This magazine is no longer 
connected with the National Square 
Dance Association, which we under 
stand, has gone out of existence. All 
money sent to us has been credited 
to subscriptions. If you sent money 
thinking your subscription had ex-
pired, your new subscription was add-
ed to the old, plus the four months 
extension we promised. Would you be-
lieve we have subscriptions that extend 
into 1974? 
Another reminder to readers— when 
writing about subscriptions and ad-
dress changes, be SURE to include 
your present zip code. Magazines are 
bundled for mailing by zip codes, ne- 
cessitating the keeping of our files by 
the same code. If it is not included 
when you write, it is difficult to locate 
your record. 
The December issue will feature "Then 
And Now— Square Dancing!' We offer 
it as a souvenir issue, a good one with 
which to start a gift subscription. Also 
in December there will be a listing of 
books related to S/D and where they 
may be purchased. The issue will be 
out on or before Dec. 1, allowing these 
books to be ordered for gifts for cal-
lers and dancing friends. 
In January, we imitate the two-faced 
god, Janus, with a look at highlights of 
'68 and some predictions and prophe-
cies for the future of S/D in a New 
Year. It's going to be a great year-1969. 





CONTACT THESE CALLER—LEADERS FOR 
THEIR AREA DANCE INFORMATION AND 
FOR BOOKINGS AT YOUR CLUB, EVENT. 
Louis Calhoun 
110 S. Franklin St. 
Madisonville, Ky. 40231 
Calling tours; new address. 
Stan Burdick 
Box 788 
Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
Bringing the HI and HO from OHIO 
Gordon Densmore 
2451 Haines Rd. 
Madison, Ohio 44057 
Clubs, workshops, clinics. 
Willie Harlan 
P.O. Box 338 
Vinita, Oklahoma 74301 
For the best in square dancing! 
Dave -Hash-  Hass 
P.O. Box 5 
East Hampton, Conn. 06424 
Clubs,wksps, wknds, tapes on request 
Emett Iliff 
228 Edinborough Dr. 
Findlay, Ohio 45840 
Latest singing calls, hash material 
Dave Stevenson 
13296 Wolf Dr. 
Strongsville, Ohio 44136 
Caller, teacher,Weekends, Festivals,Clinics 
Dick Kenyon 
598 Mayfield Dr. 
Lansing, Mich. 
Hash, sings, anytime, anywhere 
Jay King 
P.O. Box 462 
Lexington, Mass. 02173 
Callers material - send for list. 
Harry P. Tucciarone, Jr. 
57 Gisella Rd. 
Trumbull, Conn. 06611 
Dates open for 1969 tour. 
Bill Volner 
702 Hickory Dr. 
Sikeston, Mo. 63801 
Fest, wksps,clubs-satisfaction gtd or S back. 
Gene Webster 
718 Clinton St. 
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452 
Open dates -Western style. 
Verla & Lamar Newman 
R.R.2 Box 263c 
Middlebury, Ind. 46540 
Have records, do travel. 
George Jowdy 
6727 McKenzie 
North Olmstead, 0 44070 
All callers should have his book! 
This space is reserved for your ad 
in our next issue.... ALL KEY 
LEADERS and CALLERS should 
be represented! Send your ad to-
day. 
Rates: S7.50 for single insertion. 





We'll keep it under 
our hat until Xmas 
You're sure to please all your I 
dancing friends with a gift sub-1 
scription to SQUARE DANCE I 
Magazine, Here is a gift that I 
brings them the news, the fea-
tures, the workshop material, the I 
record reviews, a n d countless 1 
other things that will make square 
dancing more enjoyable. Fill out I 
the special coupon at right and  
mail today. A gift card will be I 
sent in your name. 
GIVE I 
SQUARE DANCE 	 
CLIP AND MAIL 
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SQUARE 
DANCE 
P.O. BOX 788, SANDUSKY, OHIO 44870 I 
Enclosed is 	 Please send I 
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ONE YEAR (12 ISSUES) $5. 
TWO YEARS (24 ISSUES) $9. 
Canadian and Foreign add 50c 
a year postage 
MAIL COUPON TODAY! 
Want to know how this magazine is 
put together? You couldn't care less? 
Neither couldn't I a year ago, but now 
I've gotta talk a good printer's line, be 
a great grammarian (talk good), deve-
lop a nosey news sense, (he's been a 
nui-sance for quite a while—Co-ed). 
and pick up a few other tricks found 
in the magazine business. 
Just for example, maybe you 
thought the "fourth estate" was some 
kind of mansion on a hill. It's not. It's 
like editors and reporters and all kinds 
of things like that--including me. If you 
go tossing around terms like fourth es-
tate here and there, folks are going to 
think you've got smart all of a sudden. 
(Smart alec --Co-ed.) 
Take the word "dummy." (You take 
a word, dummy -- Co-ed.) A dummy is 
a pasteup (everybody else pastes down) 
of what the final printed copy is going 
to look like, if you don't botch it up 
too badly, and if you have enough 
paste in your paste pot to put the pro-
per polish on it. (Ugh. Paste pots,arisel-
Co-ed.) 
Now the word "offset." That's a way 
to print without "hot" type and union 
linotypers in shirt sleeves (not union 
suits?) and chewing tobacco, and with-
out galleys (boats?) and sticks (woods?) 
and proof presses (who needs to prove 
a press?) and mats (floor mats?) and 
„, 6y ItaggealeC 
(With comments by the Co-editor) 
plates (when do we eat?). You know 
what I mean. (No--Co-ed.) 
There's also the shooting of a nega-
tive and opaquing it after you blow up 
a positive contact, etch a plate, fix it, 
before you can lay your plates on the 
press, ink em up, and run. (Cha cha 
cha -- Co-ed.) 
Besides learning the language I'm 
talking so fluently with (fluently, foo-
ey--Co-ed.) I've learned some mech-
anical things, like IBM composition 
and justifying (Guess who does the 
justifying? He just justified his way 
right out of the mechanical work-- 
Co-ed) and have a better regard for 
deadlines. (His "Line” has been "dead" 
for years-- Co-ed.) 
I think I know how to run "four up "  
and then flip! (Or run down four fla-
vors and flop -- Co-ed.) 
I can "nest" a few flats. Sounds 
rather maternal-- Co-ed.) 
I can ratio a blowup and follow a 
squared folio. (He does a better job 
at blowing up a ratio and flubbing a 
square.-- Co-ed.) 
I can schedule a bleed. (Does the 
Red Cross know this? -- Co-ed.) 
And lastly, I can sit around all day 
with my paste pot and my scissors and 
really do my "thing", like a dummy! 
'Need he say more? -- Co-ed.) 
By the way, Co-ed, I know you are 
adding little bits of nonsense to my 
otherwise serious article. (Shucks, fo-
Iio'd again! --Co-ed.) 
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BY DICK HAN 
 
Whether you totally agree or not, this 
caller has a good point to think about. 
Give a listen! 
    
Let's discuss what I feel is the most 
important part of our square dance 
movement, BEGINNER CLASSES--
what do they accomplish and why? 
We have standardized a lot of things 
but to my way of thinking, we need to 
do a lot more toward standardizing  
our beginner classes. What am I saying? 
Everyone knows you teach at least 
twenty weeks in a beginner class to 
bring new dancers to club level dan-
cing. So what does a twenty-week 
course consist of, in terms of hours 
spent in class. This is what I think 
should be standardized. How many 
hours in class should be necessary to 
arrive at club level ability? 
In most any type of school it takes 
a certain number of class hours to earn 
enough credits to graduate. Why not 
figure square dance classes in the same 
manner? In other words, it is possible 
to attend night classes, summer school, 
etc., to eventually arrive at the same 
destination as the full time student. 
It just takes more time to acquire the 
necessary number of class hours to 
graduate. 
Now if levels of square dancing are 
really necessary, why not have classes 
e 
CLASSES! 
in varying degrees also? As an example 
let's say: 30 hours of class for fun le-
vel or grade school, 50-60 hours of 
class for club level or high school, 80-
100 hours of class for advanced level 
or college. 
The level you are seeking can be bro-
ken down into as many weeks as each 
individual caller-instructor desires. 
Classes may be of one, two, or three 
hours in duration, and as many weeks 
as necessary to accumulate the re-
quired class time needed for each level. 
Reading articles and talking with fel- 
low callers, 	invariably classes are 
brought into the conversation. In ask-
ing the question, "How long do you 
run your classes?", answers will vary 
from 10 (heaven forbid) to 20 to 30 
weeks. But never comes the answer 
that they teach 40 to 60 hours. This 
means, as I see it, the instructor 
teaching twenty to thirty weeks at 
first sounds as if he is doing an out-
standing job of instructing. However, 
I discover most of these classes are of 
two hour duration, which means they 
are teaching 40-60 hours in a complete 
course of lessons. On the other hand, 
we have the instructors that are teach-
ing fifteen to twenty weeks of lessons 
in their courses. But many times these 
lessons are of three hours in duration. 
So instead of being a short term class 
they are really teaching 45-60 hours 
in a complete course of lessons, there-
fore the end results are the same as the 
longer term classes. 
This is my point. Let's think more in 
terms of hours spent in classes and less 
about number of weeks in a series of 
lessons. The end results, I believe, 
would be happier dancers and better 
satisfied callers, everywhere. 
S 
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Iry and Betty Easterday have been square 
dancing for ten years and began their round 
dance activities about one year later. At the 
present they are instructor-leaders for three 
round dance clubs in Maryland, the E/Z 
Rounders, Les Danseurs, and the Easterdai-
sies. In addition to their R/0 activities, they 
are members of the Dixie Squarenaders S/D 
Club, Hagerstown, Md. and have taught and 
cued rounds for this group for five years. 
Their first effort at choreography was Hot 
Java. Since then Lucky Duck, Walkin', 
Date With An Angel, Steppin' Easy, South-
town, U.S.A., and All My Love have been 
released by them. Their newest dance is If 
Tears Were Roses. 
They have been staff members of week-
ends, festivals and summer camps in Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, 
West Virginia, Tennessee and North Carolina. 
The Easterdays have recently built and 
moved into a new home with their two chil-
dren, Mick and Barbie. All of their round 
dance groups meet regularly in their speci-
ally built recreation room. 
'The Round Dance movement has 
grown up with square dancing and tra-
ditionally these dances have been a part 
of every evening of square dancing."1  
Why then do we often hear rumors a 
bout separating round and square dan-
cing? The movements have always 
worked well together and their steady 
growth should not separate them but 
strengthen them into one fortified unit. 
Perhaps we should say that it is all a 
state of mind. As a small child, if you 
were taught to swim, that water sports 
could be fun, there was never a fear of 
water established in your mind. You 
knew that fun and water could go 
hand in hand for you. The same idea 
goes for round and square dancing. If 
as a novice square dancer, a small part 
of each lesson was spent in learning a 
BY IRV AND BETTY EASTERDAY 
1 0 
circle mixer or a simple round, i.e. Left 
Footers, Steppin' Easy, then you came 
into the square dance movement feel-
ing that round dancing was part of the 
entire picture. You were given an op-
portunity to enjoy the full activity. 
We hear these comments. "They are 
too different." "Too much to remem-
ber.—Rounds take time from squares." 
"Rounds will overtake square dancing!" 
"We don't need round dancing:' "We 
don't need square dancing."Most cal-
lers, dancers and round dance leaders 
have heard these statements at one 
time or another. And none of them 
can really stand as a valid reason for 
separating rounds and squares. 
Perhaps the two statements that re-
ceive the most use are the last two. 
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"We don't need round dancing" and 
"we don't need square dancing." 
From past experience it has been 
noticed that the turnover of dancers 
in a square dance club is fairly high. 
However, as a general rule, in the same 
club the square dancer who round dan-
ces is "old faithful." The ones who 
seem to be strongest leaders, the 
"backbone" of the square dance club 
are the round dancers. This is not per-
haps so in every club over the country 
but it is very generally true. The round 
dancers come early because in most 
cases a new round-of-the-month is 
taught prior to the square dance. They 
dance most of the evening, sitting out 
fewer tips than the average, and no 
rounds. They are among the last to 
leave the dance because they have been 
involved in all of the program, totally 
caught up in the fun and fellowship 
and not wanting to miss a minute of 
the evening's dance. 
The round dancer gets his money's 
worth from his square dance club dues. 
If a square dancer dances every tip dur-
ing an evening and sits out break time 
he is doing nothing with almost one 
third of his evening. Quite often the 
"sitting" is so relaxing that the square 
dancer will just remain relaxed during 
the following tip therefore not utiliz-
ing all the square dancing available to 
him during a regular club dance. The 
round dancer, however, stays on his 
feet following a tip in order to be rea- 
dy for the next round. Following the 
round he most often remains standing 
and starts to form a square for the 
next tip. And so it goes until the round 
dancer has thoroughly enjoyed a full 
evening of squares and rounds. 
The square dancer who also round 
dances is, in most instances, the one 
12 
who does the traveling to visit other 
clubs and attends out-of-town festivals. 
Perhaps because he is so involved in 
his own club activities he realizes how 
important it is to the square dance 
movement to visit other square dan-
cing groups. 
Even a square dancer who does not 
care to participate in round dancing, 
if properly oriented, will thoroughly 
enjoy watching fellow dancers on the 
round dance floor. So both activities 
can be enjoyable even if you do not 
participate fully. 
If you have ever been to a square 
dance club where no rounds or circle 
mixers are used, then you are aware 
of what a "quiet" square dance even-
ing is. When rounds are played be-
tween tips, the evening is full of music 
and activity. 
You have often heard that rounds 
take too much time away from squares. 
After clocking the breaks and counting 
the tips of a non-round square dance 
and taking similar recordings of a 
dance where one or two rounds are 
played between tips, it will be seen 
that more tips are called during the 
latter type of square dance event. This 
is perhaps because the entire evening 
is filled with activity. There is no 
pause, no chance for the caller or dan-
cers to become involved in long conver-
sation. 
On the other side of the ledger is the 
statement, "We don't need square dan-
cing." If round dancers will stop and 
give that statement some thought per-
haps they wouldn't so readily say it. 
They do need squares, and should real-
ize it. Square dancing gave rounds 
their start. It was out of squares that 
the circle mixer and easy level round 
was formed. It was because of a grow- 
ing interest in dancing that choreogra-
phers began to find ways to use ball-
room steps on a square dance floor. 
Most round dancers were square dan-
cers first. They were introduced to 
round dancing through the square 
dance activity. Rounds were intro-
duced to them in one of two ways. By 
way of a square dance mixer, on a 
square dance floor, by a square dance 
caller or by watching other couples 
doing a round dance and thinking out 
loud, "I'd like to try that!" They then 
became involved in a basic rounds 
class or started into rounds the hard 
way- by learning one dance sequence 
at a time without basic instruction. 
Any way a square dancer is introduced 
to rounds is fine, but once the round 
dance bug has started to bite his appe-
tite must be satisfied. 
There are several ways this round 
dance appetite can be satisfied. By par-
ticipating in as many circle mixers as 
possible, by learning from whomever 
you can as many rounds-of-the-month 
as possible, or by asking questions and 
joining a round dance group. However, 
all these methods use square dancing 
as home base. 
Normally a caller will realize the va-
lue of circle mixers and round-of-the-
month dances. If so, he usually spends 
about one half hour of square dance 
time teaching this type of material. 
Quite often, if the caller does not feel 
he has time to adequately devote to 
rounds he will ask a club member to 
do the teaching. Sometimes round 
rounds he will ask a club member to 
do the teaching. Sometimes round 
dance leaders just naturally evolve 
from this type of round dance move-
ment in a square dance club and will  
begin teaching basic sessions of two-
step to fellow square dancers. So you 
see, square dancing is the basis for all 
round dancers. 
In some areas a short time of every 
square dance class is spent working on 
simple rounds or mixers. In so doing, 
the new square dancer feels totally in-
volved in both activities. Just recently 
this method was tried in a class in Hag-
erstown, Md. with very satisfactory re-
sults. The last one half hour of each 
square dance class was turned over to 
round dance leaders for dances such as 
Tennessee Wig Walk, G.K.W. Mixer, 
Left Footers, Steppin' Easy and Jingle 
Bell Rock, used over a twelve week 
period. At the end of that time the 
dancers were graduated from square 
dance classes and informed of a round 
dance basic class beginning the next 
month. Immediately there was one 
hundred percent enrollment and enjoy-
ment. The two activities were made 
into one and total participation was 
the result. 
Occasionally a few couples of non-
square dancers will hear of the round 
dance activity, ask questions, and join 
a basic class. And there are several ma-
jor cities where clubs are formed by 
leaders for their non-square dance 
round dancers. However, these people 
have no common bond such as square 
dancers do. They have no place else to 
dance their rounds other than round 
dance club and perhaps soon begin to 
drop out because of lack of activity 
and the feeling of not being included 
in the entire program. 
Square dance festivals give round 
dancers another place to participate 
in this side of their hobby. Even 
though there are various round dance 
weekends or week vacations through- 
1 3 
out the United States they are spon-
sored by leaders who realize the value 
of the square dance and plan for at 
least part of each day to be spend in 
squares. Quite a few one and two day 
festivals, especially in the southern 
part of the country, are devoting at 
least one to two hours of their dance 
time to the introduction of rounds to 
non-round dancers. This is done again 
with circle mixers and very easy round 
dances. 
So round dancers do need square 
dancing in order to exist. And square 
dancers do need round dancing to keep 
their club activities moving in a healthy 
direction. They do go hand-in-hand. 
They belong together. 
1 DANCE A WHILE, Handbook of Folk, 
Square and Social Dance, Harris, Pittman, 
Waller, Burgess Publishing Co., Minneapolis, 




All new square and round dance records 
advertised or reviewed in SQUARE DANCE 
magazine are available from the dealers 
listed on this page. 
CANADA 
Canadian Music Sales 




2581 Piedmont Rd. N.E. 
Atlanta 30324 
OHIO 
F & S Western Shop 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo, 43609 
ILLINOIS 
Andy's Record Center 
1614 N' Pulaski Rd. 
Chicago 60639 
INDIANA 
Stevens Camera Supplies 
3600 S. Main St. 
Elkhart 46514 
MISSOURI 
Webster Record Distributors 
124 W. Lockwood 








ORDER EXTRA COPIES 
GIVE 'EM AS GIFTS! 
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BY STAN BURDICK 
NOTE: STAN'S BOOK, ''EASY 
SING-ALONG CALLS," IS NOW BEING 
REPRINTED AND CAN BE OBTAINED 
AT THIS MAGAZINE ADDRESS FOR 
$1.00. OTHER EXCERPTS: A/S NOV. 
'66. 
11111111111111111MS 
! LOVE MY BABY 
Record: S.I.O. F-103 
Head two couples pass through, 
around one you fly— 
Come in the middle and box the 
gnat, then you pull on by— 
Split those two, go 'round one, 
come in the middle again— 
Pass through, straight on home, 
U-turn back, and then- 
Allemande your corner, docido 
your own - 
Go back and swing your corner, 
promenade her home— 
Promenade that honey, sweet as 
she can be— 
I love my baby, my baby loves 
me.— 
PLEASE DONT TALK ABOUT ME 
Record: Bogan ACA 4208 
Head two couples right 'n left 
thru, turn those gals around-- 
Same two go forward up and back 
again, you do— 
Pass on thru, then separate, go 
'round one, not too far 
In the middle, box the gnat, and 
make a right hand star— 
Turn the star, Just once around, 
corner - left allemande 
Just bow to partner, swing that 
girl, promenade the land— 
It make no difference how I carry 
on 
Please don't talk about me when 
I'm gone.-- 
SQUARE DANCING AND 
CAMPING 
WITH THIS FEATURE WE PLAN TO 
BRING YOU A REGULAR SECTION 
ON DANCE 'N CAMP ACTIVITIES. 
SEND US YOUR EVENTS. 
The National Square Dance Campers 
Association members doubled the po-
pulation of the rural community of 
Manawa, Wisc. as they held their annu-
al meeting camporee July 18-21. Never 
has the event been so well attended-
215 units with over 500 children from 
13 Chapters in 11 states. As goodbyes 
were said, special mention was made of 
the following: the Pete Nolls of Chap-
ter 007, the Caravanners, and their 
Youth Activities Committee which 
provided such a wonderful program of 
entertainment and games for the chil-
dren; the Black Hawk Cross Trailers 
and their unique after party skit, as 
well as their efforts to secure the '69 
National Camporee; Pioneer Chapter 
for the way they came through in get-
ting all members settled in sites; and 
the callers 	who traveled 13 miles 
round trip to three sites and did a 
splendid job. 
The Camporee marked the retire-
ment after II years of Herb & Tilda 
Johnson, and after 9 years of Ray & 
Joan Broas, both of whom devoted 
much of themselves in time and ener-
gy to the purposes and objects of 
NSDCA,Inc., in fact to its very exis-
tence. 
Pecatonica Fairgrounds, just west of 
Rockford,lllinois will be the site for 
the '69 Annual Camporee. Do join us 
and share in the fun, excitement, dan-
cing,and square dance camping fellow- 
ship. Watch this column for announce-
ments or write to NSDCA,Inc., Box 
721, Appleton, Wisc. 54911 for more 
information. 
ATTENTION! 
SQUARE DANCE CAMPERS! 
If you really want to enjoy a square 
dance camping vacation, why don't 
you do what we did, and linger a 
while at the Ponderosa Campground, 
just five miles east of Estes Park, Colo-
rado. This campground is operated by 
Tom and Shirley Brown, who are per-
fect hosts, and has everything campers 
desire plus being just one-half mile 
from Frank Lane's Dance Ranch, 
where you can dance to his calling and 
that of his guests six nights a week. 
Camping in this beautiful place with 
the Browns, and dancing to the won-
derful calling on one of the smoothest 
floors in the country, will be a vaca-
tion you'll long remember. Try it 
sometime-- we did and we had a 
ball! 






   
Dear Stan and Cathie: 
Congratulations! Enjoyed your first 
edition very much. Your Meanderings 
gives your magazine a voice and I feel 
sure all will benefit. Of course, I have 
always appreciated Willard's workshop. 
Keep up the good work. 
I started my subscription to American 
Squares back in 1950. I have all the co-
pies since then. I hope twenty years 
from now 1 have all the copies of the 
new SQUARE DANCE magazine. 
Best wishes, 
Stub Davis, Waurika, Oklahoma 
•••••••• 
Dear Stan and Cathie Burdick: 
Congratulations and best of luck with 
your new magazine. We just received 
our first copy and it looks very interes-
ting and different. 
I would like to mention that "Little 
Green Apples" which was reviewed in 
this issue is WW No. 114, not 113. This 
might cause a few dealers some trou- 
ble 	 
We still live in Arvada, but our new 
business address is P.O. Box 364. I'd 
appreciate it if you would change our 
ad accordingly 	 
Sincerely, 
Ruth Franklin 
Wagon Wheel Records, Arvada, Colo. 
Address: Mail Editor, SQUARE DANCE 
Magazine, Box 788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
BY MYRTIS LITMAN 
Myrtis Litman, wife of recently deceased 
caller and leader, Lloyd Litman, has been 
active in the dance field for many years, 
and is an authority in her own right as the 
author of SHREDDED HASH. 
MODERN SQUARE DANCING, a re-
ference manual for the Kimbo Modern 
Square Dance Album recorded on Kim-
bo Educational Album N. 4060, by 
Richard Leger of Warren, R.I, and Pat-
ricia A. Phillips of Bridgewater, Mass. 
is recommended by the authors for 
teachers of square dancing who have 
dancers anywhere from the age of nine 
to ninety. The emphasis throughout 
the book is teach basics. This could 
benefit greatly many physic_.I educa-
tion directors who presently have their 
students memorize the complete dan-
ces. The record features a new sound 
by introducing Tijuana Brass and Dix-
ieland music to square dancing. This 
could appeal to those people who do 
not care for the traditional type of 
music. Although the authors have in-
troduced a new sound, they have cer-
tainly remained traditional in the num-
ber of beats required for each basic. 
The allemande left is given eight beats 
and the authors suggest a hand hold 
instead of the forearm grip, because, 
they say, "It encourages more fluent 
dancing and tends to prohibit rough-
ness." The album contains six patter 
calls and six singing calls, with the ba-
sics being taught in the patter calls. 
The singing calls then allow the dan-
cers to relax and enjoy the new skills 
to familiar tunes such as Cabaret, 
Something Stupid, and Hello Dolly. 
The basics used are circle, forward and 
back, 	do-sa-do, promenade, ladies 
chain, allemande left, star figures and 
promenade, grand right and left. The 
album is available with or without calls. 
All in all it is good, with excellent 
teaching methods and a logical pre-
sentation and progression of basics. 
The square dance movement would re-
ceive a big boost if schools would use 
more of this type of material in their 
physical education programs. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE 
BASICS by Frank Lehnert of Toledo 
is much more than the name implies. 
One might first expect from the title 
that the book is simply a list of round 
dance terms and their definitions. Ac-
tually this is a small part of the book. 
The rest is a very well organized 
dance course to be used by callers, dan-
cers and teachers, complete with de-
tails on styling, teaching techniques, 
record information, pointers on the 
trouble spots and what to do about 
them. Effective diagrams for dance 
steps and illustrations of dance posi-
tions are quite interesting. The mate-
rial is presented in sixty-four exer-
cises, enough for ten lessons. Frank 
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BOOKSHELF, continued 
stresses strongly the teaching of steps 
rather than routines and the ample use 
of mixers in classes. 
The Lehnerts are recognized as out-
standing round dance leaders, being 
successful in practically every endea-
vor. In this book they are very unsel-
fishly giving away the secret of their 
success. 
CHECK OUT THE LATEST 
SQUARE L HITS- 
Wonderful Music By 
Square L Outlaws 
SQUARE L RECORD CO 
8512 La Jolla Ct. 
Ft. Worth 16, Tex. 
Your  (1)mtrzuttec  of the finest 
in JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES 
e 1898 
At Better Stoles Everywhere 
F. L W;imo,fli Co., East Prov., R. 1. 
WABc031 =III RECORDS 
' IMf ht(010 DESIGNED.. WITH 714( CAIUR 	MIND"  
Newest Release 
WW 307 
SALLY WAS A GOOD OLD GIRL 
By Beryl Main 
and the Wagon-Masters 





There are several stages in the evo-
lution of a square dancer from his first 
exposure to an allemande left— some-
what faint and faltering and usually 
within a state of gentle coercion from 
his partner— to the smooth stepping, 
polished veteran who'd rather jig than 
jog. 
Between the one extreme and the 
other there may be some doubts, some 
false starts, some re-entries and some 
pauses caused by births, shift changes, 
geographic moves, temporary tight 
budgets and other natural phenomena. 
But the result justifies the effort. Who 
wouldn't rather go butter-flying than 
kicking in a cocoon all his life? 
Of course, I'm a biased practitioner 
so this whole essay will lean like an off-
center Pisa pylon toward the mecca of  
man's search for happiness— toward 
square dancing. But no apologies! Cast 
your good eye on the stages of evolu-
tion as I see them: 
First, there are those anxious mo-
ments at the first flirtation with the 
gay activity. One knows the meaning 
of apprehension. Remember? Every-
one is friendlier than Mary Poppins 
and a landslide political victory, but 
there is still that deep-down hide-
under-the-blanket feeling that nothing 
is coordinated among your various 
physical faculties. The brain tells the 
feet what to do, but somewhere in be-
tween lies a plotting horde of diaboli-
cal gremlins who decode and garble 
the message so severely the feet re-
ject it flatly. All the commands from 
the caller sound like "sytxchtghimgu-
bio" and the left hand looks right 
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while the right looks left. 
Alas, with patience and perseverance 
that period is short-lived (thankfully 
for the future of the activity) and next 
comes the dawn of understanding,after 
a few times "at hat" and a lot of errors 
later. All the pieces seem to suddenly 
fall into place. Seems the caller took a 
quick course and got smart— he's pene-
trating that solid veil of fog. Things 
work. Brother, at this stage, you're 
hooked! 
After a few dozen dances along 
comes graduation or its equivalent. 
Time to try those wings. Dance over 
in Crooked Creek, Belletown Heights, 
or River City. Hard to imagine how 
callers can sound so different, but 
there it is, clear as the nose on the 
face of DeGaulle. And you get used to 
them. You switch from the old Chevy 
(first caller) to a Falcon, to a VW and 
back again. But nothing "rides" as well 
as that old Chevy, by gosh. 
The days of festivals, jamborees, 
workshops, weekends and inter-state 
jaunts are the next phase in the aver-
age dancer's progress. Big ones. Faster. 
Fads and flourishes, fun and frolic, 
fancy duds, club membership. It's 
sock-it-to-me time! Dances on dances-
maybe three or four times a week. It's 
a time of primp and polish, cliques and 
crowds. Many dancers hungrily devour 
the contents of square dance maga-
zines in a gulp or two and ask their cal-
ler why he hasn't taught them that 
new "rollabumaday" figure. Here's 
where good sense sometimes takes a 
detour and the fanatics burn out, un-
fortunately. Too often the sole ap-
proach is "What can square dancing 
do for me? 
The next level, normally, after a year 
or two, is a settling down switch. Time  
to concentrate on one club. Help the 
beginner's class. Ask what you can do 
for square dancing. Take an office in 
the club. Go bowling on an off-night 
for a change. Smile and enjoy being 
with people and dancing with them. 
At this point, some drift, some drop. 
But most stop boasting and boost, 
stop galloping and trot. A few adven-
turous souls with rhythm in their 
blood go the trail of the caller. Then 
they never get it out of their systems—
for better or worse. With most, healthy 
attitudes develop, a sensible pace pre-
vails, and couples dance on into their 
sixties like thirty. 
That's the pattern, You've seen it 
over and over again. Set to music it 
might start with a drum roll, advance 
to a crescendo of sound, and diminish 
to a satisfying and often repeated re-
frain. 
Permit me a brief analogy, please: 
the whole square dance movement his-
torically can be compared to this pat-
tern for a single couple. There was the 
period of awakening, the rapid growth, 
the decline, the popular period, the 
leveling off, and the renewal period, 
not entirely in that order since there 
were regional differences. But the 
name of the game's the same— growth, 
drought, regrowth, average yield, high 
yield, etc. 
For both the individual dancers and 
for the total activity, history and ex-
perience has proven that where there 
is good, strong, sensible leadership the 
dance activity will flourish; when lea-
dership is poor, the activity wilts on 
the vine. (And when we say leadership 
we are not speaking only of callers). 
Need we say more? Get out those 










turn should be a LEAD with the left hand 
and not a push from behind with the right. 
Now back to the square thru and related 
movements. 
THOUGHTS ABOUT SQUARE THRU- Many 
moons ago, the grand right and left was called 
"Right and Left EIGHT." With only two cou• 
pies involved it was called "Right and left 
FOUR." The latter was the forerunner of to-
day's square thru. Many of today's teachers 
feel that square thru should be taught before 
the right and left thru in order to avoid the 
habit pattern on the COURTESY TURN. They 
may have a good point. 
Perhaps a COURTESY TURN should be 
taught definitely separate from other move-
ments. EXAMPLE From couples standing 
side by side, man's left hand palm UP extend-
ed in front and toward lady who places her 
left hand palm down into man's left hand-
lady's right hand at her back waist palm out 
into which man's right palm is placed thereby 
arm encircling lady's waist. Both wheel around 
1800 as a couple with pivot point between 
them, man backing up into place, lady mo-
ving forward into place. The entire courtesy 
Let your imagination be the guide, just re-
membering to use the alternate hands or can-
cel them out with a pass thru or do-sa-do. Be 
sure all combinations of the square thru are 
used, half sashayed position especially to avoid 
a habit pattern being formed. NOW you are 
ready for the four couple square set-up.. At 
this point you review the normal square thru 
in its new limits and then have four girls or 
four men square thru each other. If you're 
still having courtesy turn problems drill again 
in the circle formation the next lesson. 
EXAMPLE: 
Square thru three quarters around 
Courtesy turn, pass thru 
On to the next, half square thru 
U-turn back, box the gnat 
Right and left thru 
Square thru, count four hands 
Pass thru, with the next 
Square thru three quarters around 
Left square thru the next 
U-turn hack, swat the flea 
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Change hands, right and left thru 
Half square thru 
With the next, half square thru 
U-turn back, square thru 
With the next, box the gnat 
Right and left thru, etc. 
CALLERS' 
QUESTIONS 
SEVERAL SOURCES: "Is it possible to obtain 
any tapes or records with patter calls beside 
singing calls?" 
ED. NOTE: Taped programs containing both 
singing calls and patter calls are seldom if ever 
offered for sale on the open market and right-
fully so. Trading between dancers for personal 
use goes on all the time between friends in the 
activity. 
There are LP (Long playing), 10 band 33 1/3 
records released by most major S/D labels fea-
turing National Callers presenting a complete 
program of patter calls and singing calls. These 
records are offered to be used at "Basement" 
or recreation room dance parties of two, three 
sets of friends where the cost of a caller would 
be prohibitive. Singing called records (45 RPM) 
are usually "flip" records, i.e. with calls on 
one side and instrumental (music only) on the 
other, The LPs are called only as some EP (E x-
tended Play) patter call records. The latter 
type EP, four band, 45 RPM series of Work-
shop records have been written by your editor 
and released on the GRENN label for the past 
ten years. There are over twenty records avail-
able exploring most S/ D movements from 
SPLIT SQUARE THRU up to the present 
SPIN A WEB period. There are also included 
five or six bands of the Old Buster Series, 
dances designed to he accomplished only after 
several attempts on the part of the dancers. 
Today's record companies offer a complete 
service to both caller and dancer in square and 
round dancing. The need for tapes is not ne 
cessary for use other than the recording of an 
eventful dance occasion to bring back memo 
ries of a good, by-gone experience. They usu 
ally reflect the joy experienced at the time, 
and seem ambiguous when played back un-
der different conditions and circumstances. 
ART SHEPHERD,Christchurch,New Zealand: 
We seem to have a problem with the peel-off 
figure used on Kalox No, 1075 Shindig in the 
Barn. In reality, does it mean one quarter out? 
A misinterpretation at 10,000 miles from the 
home of square dancing could be detrimental 
to future dancers in this area. Could you break 
down the figure on Page 22 of the January 
issue of SQUARE DANCE? Is it possible that 
a line is missing from the record review? Any 
assistance you can give would be greatly ap-
preciated. 
ED. NOTE: Thank you, Art, for your note. 
You should have received the diagrammed 
breakdown by this time. The figure you refer 
to was: 
Heads square thru, swing thru 
Girls fold, peel off 
Wheel and deal, right and left thru 
Dive thru, square thru three quarters 
Corner lady swing 
After the swing thru, the girls are on the end 
of the wave. The command for girls fold 
places her in behind the man forming a zig-zag 
setup. On call to peel off, the lead person 
(man in this case) turns away from the other 
man a 180° turn about to slide over and be-
come an end of a two-faced line. The trailing 
girls step forward until adjacent to each other 
to form the centers of the two faced line, 
From here the command to wheel and deal 
would find the two couples facing each other 
in exactly the same position they were in be-
fore doing the swing thru. In essence, a peel 
off is an individual cast off 	way (180°) 
from the person next to them, lead people 
become ends, trailing people the centers. We 
welcome you New Zealanders to the "Pair it, 




by Web Witter, Anchorage, Alaska 
Head two ladies chain to the right 
New head ladies chain across 
Number one couple promenade 
Three quarters around 
Hook on to number four 
Stand four in line 
Number two couple lead to the right 
Circle four 
Side gent break to a line of four 
Everyone go forward and back 
Roll those girls a half sashay 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain three quarters around 
All join hands, make a big ring 
Circle to the left 
Number one gent break to a line of eight 
Bend the BIG line 
Now bend the other line, as couples 
Bend the line for face partner) 
Box the gnat, change hands 
Left allemande 	 
SQUARE FIVE AND THREE 




One and three star thru 
Right and left thru 
Square thru, count to five 
Do-sa-do, swing thru 
Boys run, wheel and deal 
Star thru, square thru 
Count three hands 
With the girl to the right 
Left allemande 	 
ROTATED TOO 
by Milton Lease, Palm Springs, California 
Heads go forward, back with you 
Star thru, slide thru 
Turn thru, "U" turn back 
Star thru, pass thru 
Double swing thru 
All eight circulate 
Right and Left thru, dive thru 
Pass thru, swing star thru 
Lines face out, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, clover leaf 
Centers star thru, slide thru 
Star thru, square thru three quarters 
California twirl, then STOP 
You're all thru, ROTATED TOO 	 
WATCH IT 
by Ida Spuhler, Covina, California 
Number one promenade 
Three quarters around the outside ring 
And stand behind old number four 
Number three bow and swing 
Then promenade 
Half way around the outside ring 
Then lead right and circle four 
Side gent break to a line of four 
Those who can substitute 
Other four wheel and deal 
Triple centers in 
Cast of f three quarters 
Star thru and promenade left 
Go two by two 
One and three wheel around 
Right and left thru 
Then square thru four hands 
Everyone turn back 
Right and left grand. 
BOYS FAN THRU NUMBER ONE 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Side couples right and left thru 
Same two ladies chain 
While the heads do a half sashay 
Join eight hands and circle left 
Four boys go forward up and back 
FAN THRU, separate around just one 
Come into the middle and FAN THRU 
Box the gnat, girls turn back 
Two ladies chain 
Then put her in the lead 
Do a Dixie chain, girls turn back Allem 




by Les Gotcher 
Promenade 
One and three wheel around 
Star thru, pass thru 
Partner trade and a quarter more 
Box the gnat 
Square thru three quarters around 
Move on to the next, star thru 
Pass thru 
Partner trade and a quarter more 
Box the gnat, pass thru 
On to the next and cross trail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Promenade 
One and three wheel around 
Right and left thru, star thru 
Pass thru 
Partner trade and a quarter more 
Box the gnat 
Square thru three quarters around 
Move to the next, star thru 
Pass thru 
Partner trade and a quarter more 
Box the gnat, cross trail thru 
Left allemande 	 
BOYS FAN THRU NUMBER TWO 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Head couples half sashay 
Join hands and circle up eight 
Four boys go forward and back 
FAN THRU, separate around one 
Come into the middle and FAN THRU 
FAN THRU the outside two 
Outsides clover, centers spin the top 
Step thru to a left allemande 	 
GIRLS FAN THRU NUMBER ONE 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Head couples do a half sashay 
Join eight hands and circle to the left 
Four girls go forward up and back 
FAN THRU 
Separate around one into the middle 
Then FAN THRU 
Split two go around one 
Go down the middle and spin the top 
Step thru, allemande left 	 
GIRLS FAN THRU NUMBER TWO 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Side couples do a half sashay 
Circle up eight 
To the left! To the left' 
Four little girls go up and back 
FAN THRU, separate around one 
Come into the middle and FAN THRU 
Then FAN THRU with the boys 
Center four, FAN THRU 
Outsides turn back 
Dive in, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
BARGE THRU BREAK 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Four ladies chain across 
Then chain three quarters 
The heads promenade half way around 
Lead to the right and circle to a line 
Forward up and back, BARGE THRU 
Allemande left 	 
SPIN THRU NUMBER ONE 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Side two couples do a right and left thru 
Heads SPIN THRU (Right three quarters, 
two girls pull by with the left) 
SPIN THRU with the outside two 
Wheel and deal, swing thru 
Turn thru 
Allemande left 	 
SPIN THRU NUMBER TWO 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Promenade 
Heads wheel around, SPIN THRU 
Center two pass thru 
All eight California twirl 
SPIN THRU, separate go around lust one 
Come into the middle and star thru 
Cross trail thru 
Allemande left 	 
WORKSHOP, Continued 
SPIN THRU NUMBER THREE 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Head two couples do a half sashay 
Join hands and circle up eight 
Four little boys go forward up and back 
Then SPIN THRU 
Again SPIN THRU that outside two 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, star thru 
Wheel and deal, dive in, pass thru 
Allemande left 	 
SPIN THRU NUMBER FOUR 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Head two couples do a half sashay 
Join hands and circle up eight 
Four boys go up and back 
SPIN THRU 
You're facing the girls so SPIN THRU 
Bend the line then circle up eight 
Four little girls go up and back 
Girls SPIN THRU, face the boys 
SPIN THRU, wheel and deal 
Girls turn back 
Left allemande 	 
LEFT SPIN THRU 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida 
Four ladies chain across the square 
New head ladies chain to the right 
Head two couples go up and back 
Then left square thru four hands around 
See saw the outside 
Make a wave left shoulder 
LEFT SPIN THRU 
Cast off three quarters 
Slide thru, LEFT SPIN THRU 
Cast off three quarters 
LEFT SPIN THRU, substitute 
Allemande left 	 
PROM—GIMMICK 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Promenade, don't slowdown 
Head couples wheel around 
Right and left thru across the way 
Rollaway with a half sashay 
Pass thru 
Right and left grand. 
PROMENADE BACKTRACK 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Head couples LEFT square thru 
Four hands around, then 
Swat the flea, change hands 
Promenade 
All four couples backtrack and wheel around 
Keep going, don't slow down 
SIDE couples BACKTRACK 
And wheel around (inside person BACKS 
OUT for wheel around) 
All four ladies turn around 
Right and left grand. 
AROUND TWO AND ONE 
By Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Heads pass thru 
Turn left single file 
Boys around two 
Girls around one 
Wheel and deal OUT , cloverleaf 
And the center two half square thru 
Turn left outside 
Girls around two 
Boys around one 
Star thru, centers swing thru 
Centers trade, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
TRADE BREAK 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Promenade, don't slow down 
Head couples wheel around, pass thru 
Wheel and deal and a quarter more 
LEFT couple TRADE 
(Or sides California twirl) 
All promenade-- heads wheel around 
Star thru, square thru 
Full around and a quarter more 
Left allemande 	 
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TRADER HORN 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Heads to the right and circle four 
Head gents break and line up four 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
And a quarter more 
LEFT couples trade, CENTERS trade 
All eight circulate 
RIGHT couples trade (everybody) 
CENTERS trade 
All eight circulate 
LEFT couples trade (everybody) 
All promenade, heads wheel around 
Half square thru 
CENTERS half square thru 
Four boys turn alone 
Left allemande 	 
TRIPLE DIXIE 
(Review Figure) 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Head couples bow and swing 
Twirl your girl to the right of the ring 
Three in line, go forward six and back 
Pass thru, turn LEFT single file 
Around one to the middle 
TRIPLE DIXIE- First lady left around one 
Boys turn hack, two ladies chain 
Same two coupel 
Same two couples cross trail thru 
To a left allemande ...... 
TRIPLE TROUBLE 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Head ladies chain three quarters around 
Side men turn 'em and rollaway 
Forward six and back away 
Pass thru, turn right around one 
Into the middle 
Dixie style to ocean wave 
Right, left, right hang on tight 
Swing thru two by two and step thru 
Circle four go full around 
Gentlemen break and make it eight 
Circle eight and don't just stand 
TWO ladies rollaway 
Left allemande 	 
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TRIPLE THREAT 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Head two ladies chain three quarters around 
Side gents turn 'em line up three 
Go forward six and back, pass thru 
Turn left single file around one into the 
middle 
Dixie style to a wave 
Right, left, right hang on tight 
Boys turn back 
Wheel and deal two lines of three 
Then wheel and deal OUT two and one 
Circle three with the lonesome one 
Boys break, pick up one more and circle four 
HEAD gents break and line up four 
Go forward eight and back 
Star thru, dive thru 
Pass thru to a left allemande 	 
FIGURES 
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, Long Island, N.Y. 
Heads square thru, swing thru 
Trade the wave and a quarter more 
Girls turn thru, star thru 
Wheel and deal 
To a left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain 
Heads square thru, swing thru 
Spin chain thru 
Ends circulate double 
Right and left thru 
Curlique to a wave and balance 
Swing right, centers cross run 
All eight circulate 
To a left allemande 	 
Two and four right and left thru 
Heads square turn thru four hands 
Swing thru, centers trade 
Ends circulate, curlique 
Split circulate two times 
To a grand right and left. 
SPIN A WEB FIGURES 
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, Long Island,N.Y. 
Heads half square thru 
Dive thru, SPIN A WEB 
Box the gnat to a right hand star 
THREE QUARTERS to same sex 
Left swing thru 	To a left allemande 	 
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(4) 
BECOME A KNOTHEAD 
Travel 100 miles each way lone square or 
MORE WORKSHOP 
Head ladies chain right 
Heads right and circle to a line 
Square TURN THRU four hands 
Centers SPIN A WEB 
Others turn back, swing thru 
Turn thru, dive thru 
SPIN A WEB, box the gnat 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, SPIN A WEB 
Step thru, dive thru and SPIN A WEB 
Step thru, dive thru and SPIN A WEB 
Box the gnat, turn hack 
Pass thru, turn back 
Square thru three quarters 
U turn back 
Left allemande 	 
Heads right and left thru 
Dixie style to ocean wave 
SPIN A WEB, box the flea 
Left hand star three quarters to same sex 
Swing thru, spin chain thru 
Ends circulate 
Cast off three quarters 
Centers trade, centers run 
Wheel and deal, right and left thru 
Slide thru, spin the top 
To a grand right and left 	 
Heads star thru SPIN A WEB 
Box the gnat, all double pass thru 
Clover leaf, SPIN A WEB 
Girls - step thru, star thru 
Couples circulate 
Boys trade, wheel and deal 
Right and left thru 
Left allemande 
more) to attend club or open dance. For 
application form write: 
WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS 
P. 0. Box 245 	 Gig Harbor, Wash. 
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TURN THRU AND QUARTER MORE 
by Bob Perry, California 
Designated dancers turn thru (be sure to pull 
by) then keep turning a quarter more to the 
right. 
ED. NOTE: Is equivalent to box the gnat 
and curlique. Can also be used as Left turn 
thru and quarter more, each dancer turning 
a quarter more to the left. 
EXAMPLES 
Promenade, don't slow down 
One and three wheel around 
Turn thru and a quarter more 
Girls turn back 
Allemande left 	 
Side ladies chain 
Heads half sashay 
Heads turn thru and a quarter more 
Split two, ladies left, gents right 
Around one to a line of four 
Walk up and back 
Center four square thru seven hands 
Ends pass thru, on to the next 
Star thru, left allemande 	 
One and three ladies chain 
Heads turn thru and a quarter more 
Split two, gents right, lady left 
Around one, star thru 
Turn thru and a quarter more 
Split two , gent right, lady left 
Around one, star thru 
Heads to the middle 
Do sa-do to a wave, swing thru 
Box the gnat, cross trail thru 
Left allemande ,,,, 
EXAMPLES 
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Head couples left turn thru and quarter more 
Split the sides single file 
Turn left around one 
Down the middle dixie chain 
She goes left, he goes right 
Around one in the middle and turn thru 
To a left allemande 	 
Head couples turn thru and quarter more 
TRAIL OFF and bend the line 
Cross trail thru to a left allemande 	 
Head couples lead to the right 
Head men break to make a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, peel off 
Turn thru and quarter more 
Same sex TRAIL OFF 
A two-faced line, wheel and deal 
Turn thru and quarter more 
A four hand star turn it full around 
Boys to the middle a left hand star 
Pick up your partner, star promenade 
Head couples wheel around 
Cross trail thru 
To a left allemande.... 
SQUARE DANCE Maga-
zine WORKSHOP features 
original material submitted 
by y o u. Choreography, 
Callers' Questions, Basic 
Breakdown, Figures a n d 
Breaks, and New Ideas 
are presented each month. 
Mail new and creative 
material and questions to 
Willard Orlich, Workshop 
Editor, SQUARE DANCE 
P.O. BOX 788, SANDUSKY 
OHIO 44870 
DECORATE WITH A HANGING 
MOBILE OR TWO (MOUNTED) 
Approx. Sizes & Prices: 
9" X 13 	 $ .75 ea. 
II" X 16 1.00 ea. 
14" X 22 	 1.25 ea. 
(No postage charge on 3 or more. Ask 
about jumbo sizes) 






by Louis and Lela Leon 
JAPANESE SANDMAN 
by Ralph and Jeanette Kinnane 
NEWEST FLIP SQUARE 
GR 12107 
LONG ROCKY ROAD 
by Singin" Sam Mitchell 
TOP 
NEWEST FLIP SQUARES 
TOP 25179 
PAPA JOE'S 
by Happy Harry Pearcey 
TOP 25180 
JOGGIN' BEAR 
by Ray Bohn • 
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WANTED: News items of real interest for 
this column. Be sure you send a paragraph 
that answers the questions who, what, when, 
where, how. Special club projects and pro-
jects are of definite interest to club officers 
and members who are looking for new ideas 
for clubs, or for tips on building successful 
groups. Unusual little tidbits on club activi 
ties will be included in Kaleidoscope articles 
from time to time. Look for one next 
month. 
OHIO 
The top ten rounds in the Buckeye 
Poll for last month were: 1. The Last 
Waltz; 2. Just As Much As Ever; 3. 
Quintango; 4. Trumpet Talk; 5. Makin 
Whoopee; 6. Hold Me; 7. Engine 9; 
8. Dancing Country Style; 9. Misty 
Eyes; 10. (tied) I'll Take Care, Doodlin 
Round, Moonlight Tango, Lazy Quick 
Step, Tango Mannita, Dancing Sha-
dows. 
Phyl & Frank Lehnert 
NATIONAL CONVENTION 
New Orleans in 1971 was announced 
as the convention site as 10,284 dan-
cers from 50 states, Canada and several 
foreign countries attended the 17th 
National in Omaha. Future convention 
dates are Seattle, June 26-28, 1969; 
Louisville, June 25-27, 1970; and New 
Orleans, June 24-26,1971. 
High attendance this year went to 
Nebraska with 2455 attending, Other 
high states were Iowa 1653, Missouri  
982, Illinois 581, Michigan 579 and 
Kansas 541. 
Roy Long, 915 Valencia, Dallas, 
was elected chairman of the 1968-69 
National Executive Committee, Gene-
ral chairmen for 1969 are Kenn and 
Ginny Trimble, 816 South 216, Des 
Moines, Washington. 
BENEFIT 
Several caller friends of Chuck Raley 
who was killed in an auto crash in 
South Carolina in July have launched 
what they hope will be a nationwide 
benefit for his widow and two children. 
His wife, Jessie is still recovering 
from severe injuries. Their children, 
Marla and Jim, also were seriously 
hurt in the accident which killed two 
people in the other car. 
Chuck had been calling in the south 
and was about to head north for dates 
at Boyne Highlands, Benton Harbor, 
and Traverse City, Michigan. 
Dave Taylor, who directs Squarama 
at Boyne Highlands, said he'd fill in 
for Chuck and send the check to Jessie 
just as if Chuck had called. Jerry Haag 
and Bob Page both agreed to fill in for 
Chuck on the staff. Meanwhile, Dave 
called at Traverse City and Benton Har-
bor with the agreement that the check 
would go to Jessie. Darrell Figg, also 
calling at Traverse City, sent his check 
too and the dance became a Chuck Ra-
ley Benefit. "We hope we have started 
something that will grow across the 
country when Chuck's many friends 






Lee Bauer, 46, of Oklahoma City, 
passed away this summer. Lee had 
many interests including his church 
but his one great love was square dan- 
cing and the people in it. It is doubt-
ful that any leader of his stature gave 
as much of himself as Lee did. He 
placed no limit on time, talent or mo-
ney. He was a great promoter of pa-
nels and education at all levels and 
served as both panelist and modera-
tor at many national conventions. 
He held many offices throughout the 
state, including president of the Okla-
homa State Federation of S/D Clubs. 
Lee made close friends wherever he 
went and is survived by thousands of 
these friends all over the nation. 
Chet & Billie Ferguson 
Address: News Editor, SQUARE DANCE 
Magazine, Box 788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
FOR FUN 
INC DANCER SC,SBIER stri,C 1881 
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TENNESSEE—The 6th Mid-South S & 
R/D Festival will be at the Chisca-
Plaza Motor Hotel, Memphis, Nov.8 
& 9. Headliners are Bob Fisk, Don 
Franklin, Wayne & Norma Wylie. Con-
tact Bob Bunnell, 4292 Mickey Dr. 
Memphis 38116. 
VIRGINIA—The Fourth Annual Shen-
andoah Valley S/D Festival will be 
held at Natural Bridge near Roanoke, 
Nov.22&23. Callers are Bob Fisk, 
Stan Burdick, Harry McCoglan, and 
Jim Harlow. 	Rounds by Iry and 
Betty Easterday. Write Bob Boyd, 
3728 Sunrise Aye.N.W.,Roanoke24012 
MICHIGAN— 8th Annual S&R/D Con-
vention, Cobo Hall, Detroit. Ken An-
derson, Jerry Haag, Dave Taylor are 
featured callers for the Nov.8-9 affair, 
with Charlie & Bettye Proctor leading 
the rounds. 
INDIANA-- Potawatomi Pow Wow 
Weekend, Angola, Ind., Nov. 8-10,with 
Max Forsyth, Bill Peterson and the 
Lehnerts. Write Bill Peterson, 30230 
Oakview, Livonia, Mich. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE— 7th Annual Jam-
boree, Sun. Nov. 10 at Newton Pavilion 
Rt. 108, Newton. Featuring Barney Ro-
bichaud, George Peterson and Paul An-
drews; rounds by Harry Bailey. Write 
Pete Perrault, 25 Linwood Ave. Salem, 
N.H. 03079. 
a t  
EVENTS Continued 
MASSACHUSETTS— 2nd Annual Fall 
Festival, Worcester County Area Cal-
lers Assoc. and Worcester Area Co-or-
dinators Assoc. Nov. II is an all-day af-
fair at Grafton Jr.-Sr. High School. 
MICHIGAN— 2nd Special Jamboree 
featuring Marshall Flippo, Dave Taylor, 
Jack and Na Stapleton is scheduled for 
Sun. Nov. 17, 3-7:30 P.M. at Anderson 
Jr. High, Berkley, Mich, 
PENNSYLVANIA — Have a ga I a 
Thanksgiving Holiday Weekend at Ho-
neymoon Haven, Dingman's Ferry, Pa. 
Nov. 29-Dec.1. Write to M.G. Winter 
Service, 22 Waverly Place, Cresskill, 
N.J. 07626. 
OHIO— Special Doubleheader at Mari-
on, Nov. 30, with Deuce Williams and 
Louis Calhoun. 
VIRGINIA— Turkey Time Three, Jim 
Schnabel, Les Chewning and Howie 
Shirley, Sat. Nov. 30, 3-11:30 at the 
Jefferson Fire House, Falls Church, 
Reserve with Gloria Shirley, 2301 S. 
Dinwiddie St. Arlington, Va. 22206. 
KANSAS— North Central Callers As-
soc. 1st Jamboree, Nov. 30, at Sterl 
Hall, Abilene, featuring Don Ashworth 
of Enid, Ok. Contact Dale Oliver, 308 
Monroe, Abilene 67410. 
LOOK 
BADGES THAT SAY HELLO-- Any 
size, shape or design, 50 colors in 
stock. Can copy any design or motif, 
or design a new badge for you. Send in 
sketch for free club sample. 
Write for new free goofy and fun quali-
fying badge booklets. Fun qualifying 
badges std. $1.00; deluxe $1.25. 
New and used sound equipment--all 
makes and power sizes, featuring Bo-
gen, Califone and Newcomb. Mikes: 
AKG, Electro-Voice, Norelco, Shure; 
Sony and Vega wireless mikes. Sony 
tape recorders; Audio, Sony & Cassette 
recording tape, reel and cartridge. 
Other equipment: sound columns, mo-
nitors, mike and speaker stands, 7" re-
cord envelopes: clear plastic & green 
stock, Speedup & SloDown for floors. 
PLASTIC ENGRAVING SERVICES 
BOB ROTTMANN 
11041 So. Tolman Ave. 
Chicago, Illinois 60655 
Beverly 3-5527 or 233-5527 
-60"I-1 0 P 
HEAVY LEATHER TOWEL HOLDER 
Black, Tan, White, Brown 
Our Own Design 	$1.00 Postpaid 
Complete Clothes for Square Dancers 
Ruth & Reuel DeTurk 







HUSH HUSH — Longhorn I72 
Caller: Red Warrick 
We place our money on this one as 
being the best record of the month. 
The dancers had a ball with it and for 
any callers who are great whisperers 
(or great lovers) this is a natural as a 
whispering call. 
Figure: Head couples star thru, sub-
stitute,sides right and left thru, pass 
thru, swing thru, girls trade, swing cor-
ner, allemande new corner, weave the 
ring, promenade. 
RINK-A-TINK PIANO — Top 25177 
Caller: Paul Hartman 
Let us first give Paul Hartman credit 
for a fine dance, but the real bright 
part of this record is the music. This is 
not only the finest music that we have 
heard lately on any label; it is also a 
real fine hoedown. So callers you pays 
your money and you takes your pick, 
use it as a hoedown or a singing call or 
both. 
Figure: One and three up and back, 
lead right and circle to a line, forward 
eight and back, pass thru, wheel and 
deal, double pass thru, first couple left 
and second right, slide thru and square 
thru three quarters, swing corner, and 
promenade. 
BUNDLE OF LOVE — Blue Star 1835 
Caller: Marshall Flippo 
Marshall Flippo is up to his old tricks 
again, making HIT records. Here is a 
fellow that seldom misses. Blue Star 
music has also been very good of late. 
Figure: Head couples left hand star, 
split corner pair and make a line, for-
ward up and back, star thru, California 
twirl, left hand star, gents turn round, 
swing, keep her, left allemande, come 
back and promenade. 
SMALL WORLD — Scope 515 
Caller: Frank Lane 
The first part of the figure has been 
done before and it is a beautiful figure. 
This could have been a very great re-
cord had Scope used a tune that had 
pep to it, but it's still a fine record. 
Figure: Allemande corner, promen-
ade, heads single file, sides wheel in, 
do-sa-do, heads keep walking, sides 
slide thru, square thru three quarters, 
corner left allemande, skip one girl, 
swing the next, promenade. 
JUANITA JONES — Bogan 1215 
Caller: Billy Dittmore. 
Even if the name is spelled incorrect-
ly on the label, this is a cute dance. Our 
workshoo liked it very much. 
Figure: Heads promenade half way, 
right and left thru, slide thru, square 
thru three quarters, do-sa-do the cor-
ner, swing thru, girls turn back, boys 
trade, promenade. 
GONNA HAVE A HAPPY TIME—MacGre-
gor 2038, Caller: Bruce Johnson 
A real fine dance by Bruce Johnson, 
and of course the music is great as the 




Figure: Four ladies chain three quar-
ters, whirlaway, allemande left, for-
ward two, allemande thar, shoot the 
star, box the gnat, pull by, swing that 
lady waiting there, allemande left, pro-
menade. 
LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE—Windsor 
4904, Caller: Bob Van Antwerp. 
A tune with lots of square dance pep;  
a Windsor band and Bob Van Antwerp 
always add up to a hit record. This is 
no exception. It just has to become a 
hit. 
Figure: One and three square thru 
four hands, corner do-sa-do, everybody 
four hands, corner do-sa-do,everybody 
circulate, star thru, square thru four 
hands, right to partner, pull on by, left 
allemande, pass one, promenade next. 
EIGHTH OF JANUARY/ COTTON PICKIN 
COTTON PICKER — Kalox 1085 
Hoedowns are like callers' wives, a 
caller's choice. A hoedown that is loved 
by one caller, another caller won't be 
caught dead with. We seldom recom 
mend hoedowns for this reason but 
here is one we heartily endorse. 
TWO SIDES OF HASH— MacGregor LP1209 
Caller: Bruce Johnson 
There are no singing calls on this LP, 
it's all patter and you won't find any 
far out basics in Bruce's hash record. 
Most figures can be called to classes. 
This record is great for basement dan-
cers and for callers to study. For the 
new caller who wants to call some of  
the easier movements, this is a fine re-
cord, and even the old timer will learn 
lots of gimmicks, fillers and fun dances 
from this LP. Every caller will get his 
money's worth from one of the best 
LP records ever produced on any 
label. 
ALL SINGING CALLS 
ARE REVIEWED AND 
WORKSHOPPED BY AND 
MAY BE PURCHASED 
FROM 
Edward's Record Service, 
P.O. Box 194, 
Park Ridge, Ill. 60068 
EVERY MONTH 






MOLLY AND ME — HiHat 854 
Choreography by Jack & Na Stapleton 
Whistling good music and a good easy 
intermediate two step. 
JUST AS MUCH — HiHat 854 
Choreography by Phil & Norma Roberts 
A strong intermediate to challenge 
two step with big band music. 
GREEN ALLIGATORS — HiHat 855 
Choreography by Pete & Don Hickman 
Good Unicorn music and a nice easy 
two step using the sand step. 
DAY DREAMS — HiHat 855 
Choreography by Sonny & Cootsid Broome 
Good music, "Got A Date With An 
Angel", intermediate two step with 
some unusual choreography. 
STRANGER ON THE SHORE—Grenn 14115 
Choreography by Lou & Mary Lucius 
Good music (should be speeded up) 
a strong intermediate two step featur-
ing a syncopated box. 
IN THE GLOAMIN — Grenn 14115 
Choreography by Bill & Irene Morrison 
Good peppy music and a good strong 
intermediate two step. 
LOLLYPOP — Dot 45-17074 
Choreography by Bob & Ardie Staggs 
Good Billy Vaughn music and an 
interesting intermediate two step. 
HEARTACHES CHA CHA—Dance Along 
6060, Choreography by Ben & Vivian High-
burger. 
Good basic cha cha music with a 
good challenge routine. 
SANDTRAP — Epic 5-I029L 
Choreography by Jess & May Sasseen 
(Vocal-Have A Little Faith) A good 
intermediate two step featuring the 
sand step. 
WHIFFENPOOF SONG — Decca 25722 
Choreography by P.J. & Toni Martin 
Good Sammy Kaye music and a good 
fast moving strong intermediate to ad-
vanced two step. 
STEP—CLOSE—STEP 
ROUND DANCE BASICS 
by Frank Lehnert, Toledo, Ohio 
• 64 basic exercises 
• 10 -week dancer proven basic course 
• dance positions 
• R/D terminology 
• abbreviations 
• mixers 
• basic styling hints 
• help hints on teaching 
This book is a companion to Grenn's 
new teaching record series. 
Send to 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, Ohio 
Cost: $3.25, mailed prepaid. 
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PETTICOATS AND SISSY PANTS 
MODEL SP100 
$400 
This style fits beautifully. Five tiers of lace. White, Pink, 
Blue in Dacron and cotton blend. Red and Black are in 
cotton broadcloth only, also White with Pink and Blue 
lace (Multi-colored). Sizes: P S M L and XL. 
klAterla011* 
• P 







Nylon tricot sissy pants. Cut wide and 
shirred in with 7 rows matching lace 
using elastic thread to give form fitting 
pants of exceptional comfort and frilly 
beauty. White, Black, Red, Pink, Blue. 
Yellow, Multi (Pink 'Blue). Sizes: S M 
L and XL. 
MODEL P100 	 $800 
A new style with tricot yoke. 
Outer skirt of crisp "Nylon Baby 
Horsehair,'" underskirt of soft ny-
lon sheer to prevent scratchiness. 
Self-colored binding on each tier. 
White, Red, Black, Pink, Blue, •• 
Orchid, Green, Yellow and Beige. 
Sizes: P S M L. 
MODEL P101. Same as Model 
P100. Each tier variegates into 
several pastel co/ors. $12.00. 
Cotton batiste pantaloons with row 
upon row of nylon lace sewed with elas-
tic thread to give a form fitting all 
over shirred effect. White, Black, Red, 
Pink, Blue, Yellow, Multi (Pink/Blue). 








With two layers of nylon chif-
fon, deluxe style billows so very 
full it finishes with 18 yards on 
each layer. White, Red, Black, 
Pink, Blue. Sizes: P S M L. 
MODEL P104 
16°°  
A new 50 to 60-yard petticoat 
of special silky nylon marquis-
.A: ette designed for fullness. Ad-
Jstable waistband on cotton 
batiste top. White, Red, Pink, 
Black. Turquoise, Ye//ow, Mint, 
Orchid, Multi-color. Sized by 
'ength: 20", 21", 22", 23", 
24", 25", 26". 
ORDER FORM 
SHIP TO (PLEASE PRINT): 	 DATE 
NAME 
ADDRESS 






NAME OF ITEM 	COLOR 	SIZE 	PRICE 
   
E PAYMENT ENCLOSED (1] CHARGE MY ACCOUNT 
ILLINOIS RESIDENTS ADD Sc TAX FOR EACH DOLLAR OF GOODS 
WE PAY POSTAGE 	• 	SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
SQUARE DANCE SHOP 




1. Make a left hand ----
5. Right and left ---- 
9. PA system - sound 	merit 
10. Unlocks the hall 
12. Buoys and ----s S/D Club 
13. ---- chain thru 
14. Swing your --- 
17. Possessive pronoun 
18. Genuine 
20. Bend the ---- 
22. Swing her once for -- 
23. 	 square thru 
25. Title for M.D. 
27. Commercial 
28. Drink tea 
29. Southeast (Abbr.) 
30. - ----walk (popular contest at dances 
33. Is on the stage 
35. Clap your hands, clap your ----s 
36. F old ---- girl 
37. Penny 
39. Dance on the ---- of the music 
40. Ladies' partners 
41. Eight hands ----und 
43. A set plus a couple 
44. Spin a  
DOWN 
I. Enjoys a favorite hobby (2 words) 
2. Material for formal dress 
3. Feel ill 
4. 45 --m records 
5. Up -- the middle and back 
6. Hoosier Prairie Squares (Abbr./ 
7. Clasp a S/D badge again 
8. Home country of square dancing 
9. Oval food 
II. South Newark Squares (Abbr.) 
15. Swiss mountains 
16. ----- the clutch 
19. Like 
21. A thing 
22. Oldie: ---- Is Back 
24. Mouth part 
26. What dancers do between tips 
31. Acute 
32. Even (poetic) 
33. Had a refreshment break 
34. Activity during a break 
38. Feminine partner 
39. Caller Augustin or Wickers 
42. Concerning 
ins ■ri 
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SHORT COURSE IN HUMAN RELATIONS 
The six most important words: 
"I ADMIT I MADE A MISTAKE." 
The five most important words: 
"YOU DID A GOOD JOB." 
The four most important words: 
"WHAT IS YOUR OPINION?" 
The three most important words: 
"IF YOU PLEASE." 
The two most important words: 
"THANK YOU." 
The one most important word: "WE" 
The least important word: "I" 
Thanks to HAPPY TRACKS, the Kansas maga-
zine, for these thoughts to remember. 
1111111111111111111111111110111111 
CARTOON BOOKS AVAILABLE  
FROM MAGAZINE ADDRESS AT $1.50 
EACH. 
ERIE-BAY COMPANY 
SOS W. WATER ST.  
SANDUSKY. OHIO 44870 
COMPLETE REPRODUCTION SERVICE 
art, layout and advertising 
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1 1/JW, NO, DOLORES...cuHATEVEF GAVE YOU THE IDEA THAT 
INVIIED YOuTOA SQUARE t:7ANCc 	.+10P ON, " 
18th 
ilflT1011CIL SOAK DigncE conuEnon 
Inc 
SEATTLE CIVIC CENTER 	JUNE 26. 21. 28. 1969 
HERGATT'S WESTERN SHOP 
li rcrl  thing tor!hr born- or horsc man 
SQUARE DANCE 	 APPAREL 
[14 *41 
50 N. LINWOOD AVE. 
NORWALK. OHIO 44857 
PHONE AREA 419) 663-3802 
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